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Engineered to strip out as much weight as possible, while retaining tour-grade
tour-gr
structural
SoftKeys,
integrity and a first-class user experience, CTi1500 packs in 19 customizable
customiza
y
64 XCVI FPGA p
power
72 fully assignable fader strips, and full access to the 96kHz 160×64
of dLive in a 11.5kg / 25.4lbs package.
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ROADTEST

At a

Radial Engineering HDI Direct Box

Glance

By GeorgePetersen

F

or a lot of people in the live audio industry, the words “Radial Engineering” are almost synonymous with the
phrase “direct box.” There’s a good reason
for that, as the company has more than 30
different direct boxes, ranging from simple,
single channel passive units to multi-channel
rackmount devices.
So does the world need another direct
box? Maybe not — unless it was a completely new approach by senior design engineer
Craig ”Hutch” Hutchison (formerly of Rupert
Neve Designs and Manley Electronics) who
joined the Radial Engineering team just over
two years ago and wanted to apply his own
personal flavor to the project with a new
slant on direct box design.
The result was the HDI, a high definition,
studio-grade direct box and preamp for studio recording or live touring applications.
The HDI is Radial’s flagship direct box, offering unique features for capturing electric/
electronic instruments.
Essentially, the HDI utilizes guitar amp
topology and industry-standard Jensen
transformers to elicit vintage warmth and
richness. Four parallel circuits are employed
within the HDI, yet this complexity is balanced by a streamlined and elegant feature
set that produces immediate results. On
the design behind the product, “virtually all
direct boxes are what you might call utility
boxes,” Hutch explains, “They have a ¼” input
and an XLR output and virtually no controls,
other than maybe a ground lift or something like that. With the HDI, I wanted to go
beyond that basic utility functionality, while
retaining the essence of the function of a DI.
I wanted something that was more creative,
fun, inspiring, and musical.”
Asked whether the design is Class-A or
Class-AB, Hutch explained: “I tend to be hypersensitive to Class A/B artifacts and take
steps to eliminate or drastically reduce those
types of distortion. That is part of my signature sound. All the op-amp parts of the
audio path are technically A/B, but biased
into Class-A and behave sonically as Class-A,
using FET constant current sources on every
amp stage to do that. The output line driver
is discrete Class-A and push-pull. Also, the
‘Color’ path is discrete Class-A, with minimal
local feedback, zero global feedback.”

›› Getting Physical
The HDI is 100-240 VAC powered and
housed in a rugged 8.25x8.25x3.5” steel enclosure with a ¼” thick, slab aluminum front
panel. It includes ears for rack mounting and
two units can rack side-by-side in a 2U space.
Radial has a well-deserved reputation for reliability and the HDI’s rock-solid construction
and quality components throughout (including custom Jensen transformers) reflect this
philosophy.
Inputs are provided on front and rear
panel ¼” jacks along with a thru jack for connecting to an instrument amplifier. The rear
panel also features male XLRs for the transformer-isolated mic and line-level outputs; a
-15 dB attenuation switch that pads the XLR
line output; a 3.5mm mono Synth Input for
connection to modular synths; and a ¼” Processed Output for feeding the affected signal
to a guitar amp or instrument effects units.

A New Slant on the
Direct Box

Radial sidesteps the “purity is everything”
approach with a versatile active direct box
that provides color and sound shaping.

Radial Engineering HDI Direct Box
PROS

›› Diving In
Looking at the front panel offers an
immediate indication this is not the “usual” D.I. box. Besides the two ¼” input/thru
jacks, there a normal/hi-Z impedance
switch; 20-step detented rotary controls
for Level, Color and Presence; an illuminated VU output meter; three-position
switches for activating the onboard opto
compressor; high-pass filter (flat / 40 Hz /
100 Hz @ -6 dB/octave); and toggles for AC
power and ground lift.
The Level control lets the HDI accommodate a wide range of input sources, yet
can also drive the opto compressor harder
for more exaggerated coloration.
The Color control should be thought of
as a “balance” control between ultra-clean
(full counter-clockwise) operation and an
increasing amount of amp-like distortion
and warm transformer saturation characteristics in the other direction.
The Opto circuit only affects the clean
channel of the Color knob. As the Color
control is rotated towards more distortion,
less of the clean channel is present at the
HDI’s output. The Opto switch bypasses
the compressor in its lowest position. The
middle position has a higher threshold
before the peak reduction kicks in and the
highest setting has the lowest threshold
— hence more compression. The LED for
the Opto compressor does not illuminate
when the switch is engaged, but glows to
indicate when gain reduction is applied
and becomes brighter as more gain reduction occurs.
The Presence control can help a signal
cut through a mix by emphasizing high
and upper mid frequencies, Having detents on the Level, Color and Presence
controls is a nice touch in terms of setting
repeatable connections, but a lack of edge
markings around each knob makes that
slightly more cumbersome.
The Hi-Z switch approximates the Hi (2
meg Ohm) and Lo (200k Ohm) inputs on a
vintage amplifier.

• Flexible control of tonality
• Pristine audio
• Rock-solid build quality

minutes with the product and understand
the simplicity — yet depth — of the controls. And this is the way that the HDI really shines — you can get the sound you
want in a hurry, especially in live situations
where every second counts.
On bass, without going overboard, you
can add a touch of growl (or punch it WAY
up) and keep dynamics under control without complicated gyrations. The one-control compressor operated seamlessly, without audible artifacts and adding a little
definition with the presence control was a
no-brainer. The Hi-Z impedance switch had
little effect on active pickups, but on passive pickups or acoustic guitar piezo transducers, it offers a nice — though subtle
effect and free of the edginess that piezos
can sometimes exhibit.
With all the HDI’s capabilities to color
and shape the sound, it’s too easy to ignore that fact that its ability to present a
“clean” signal — whether on bass, guitar or
other stringed instruments is transparent
and pure.
The output meter is responsive and fast
and the +20 marking on the scale refers
to +20dBu, although the HDI is capable of
producing max output levels of +25dBu.
And having the choice of a mic or line output is a nice touch. However, I would have
preferred that the -15 dB pad switch on the
line output XLR feed was recessed, as the
control is easy to inadvertently activate
when moving the HDI around or reaching
behind the unit to make a connection.
The main downside of the HDI is that
with the unit being pretty far from the FOH
position, you have to work with a player
who can be trusted not to get creative and
“improve” your settings after sound check.
Also, at $799, it’s pricier than a $199 Radial J48 and probably not my first choice D.I.
in a “three bands/night” thrash club, but in
the right setting, the Radial HDI is amazing.

CONS

• Pricier than the usual direct box
• Rear pad switch can be accidentally bumped
STATS

Configuration Active Direct Box
Power

100-240 VAC

Outputs

XLR line, mic
transformer
balanced

Frequency
Response

1 Hz - 100k Hz
+0.25/-3dB (line
out)

Dynamic
Range

112 dB (20-20k,
unweighted)

HPF

-6dB/octave,
40 Hz / 100 Hz
switchable

Dimensions

8.25” x 8.25” x
3.5”

Weight

5 pounds

Price

$799

Manufacturer

Radial
Engineering

More Info

radialeng.com

›› In Use
Over a period of months, I had the opportunity to use the Radial HDI on both
streaming performance and studio tracking sessions. It definitely breaks the “traditional” mold on what is considered a direct
box and as such, it’s a formidable tool in
production.
Here is a product that can provide a
range from pristine cleanliness to a phat
in-your-face thickness in a matter of seconds, especially once you’ve spent 10

Rear panel has separate XLRs for line- and mic-level outputs
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ONTHEMOVE
available in the U.S., Europe/U.K., Singapore,
Australia and New Zealand.

» Gilberto Morejon, Alessio Foti and Markus Jahnel

Adam Hall Group named Gilberto Morejon business development manager for
Latin America. He will support the team led
by COO Markus Jahnel and global business
development manager Alessio Foti. Based
in Miami, Morejon comes to Adam Hall from
Powersoft. Separately, Adam Hall also named
Seoul-based Sonicvalue as its exclusive Korean distributor for the LD Systems, Gravity
and Palmer brands, as well as for Adam Hall
19” Parts.
Apogee Electronics named Rich Nevens
vice president of sales
and customer success.
Nevens brings 30 years
of experience at Euphonix, Avid and, most
recently, as VP of sales
and marketing at Focusrite Pro.

DCR
Nashville
named audio industry veteran Paul Owen
president. He joins the
existing team that includes CEO and founder
Howard Jones, GM John
Schirmer and VP of sales
» Paul Owen
and marketing Jennifer
Moore. Owen’s 40-plus
years of industry experience include senior
management positions
at Solotech Nashville,
Thunder Audio, and his
own companies, plus a
» Howard Jones
longtime touring career
that includes decades mixing monitors for
Metallica.

» Rich Nevins

d&b audiotechnik announced its Subscription-Series plan, which is designed to
make the company’s installed sound systems available to a wider range of venues.
The Subscription-Series lets venue owners
upgrade with a brand-new d&b system without a large, upfront capital investment. It’s

» The Pink Noise team in India

EAW named Pink Noise Professionals as
its exclusive distribution partner in India.
James Bamlett, EAW director of sales, APAC,
welcomed the Pink Noise team including,
pictured here from left, Shailesh Awasthi,
Vikram Yadav and Vijay Sinha.

Focusrite is launching the Optimal Audio brand for the commercial audio market
this month. Optimal Audio will become the
Focusrite Group’s seventh brand, adding to
Focusrite and Focusrite Pro, Adam Audio,
Martin Audio, Novation and Ampify.

» Logic Systems’ Scott Foner, Chip Self and Raphi Hindeleh

» The ESI team with K3 enclosures

L-Acoustics announced that ESI Productions has taken delivery of the first L-Acoustics K3 system shipped to the U.S. Pictured
here are ESI Productions crew members with
a few of their new L-Acoustics K3 enclosures.
From left, they include Ozzy Giron, Larry
Robinson, Brian Dormer, Erick “Otto” Celeiro,
George Tzouanopoulos, Jaret Norman, Pat
Clarke and Scott Boculac.
Neutrik announced its acquisition of
Connex GmbH. Connex, based in Oldenburg,
Germany, makes power distribution systems,
fiber optic solutions, video products, Ethernet components, splitters, patching systems,
stage boxes, cabling and measuring devices.
NEXT-proaudio’s parent company, CVA
Electronica, unveiled a new commercial audio brand: NEXT Audiocom. The new brand
will be used to market three types of audio
products: installation, home audio and portable sound.

PK Sound announced that St. Louis, MObased Logic Systems has joined the PK Alliance. Logic Systems, which took delivery of
a PK system in 2020, quickly deployed it in
support of Live Nation’s Live from the DriveIn concert series outside Hollywood Casino
Amphitheatre last year. Pictured here with
PK Sound components, from left, are Logic
Systems GM Scott Foner, founder/CEO Chip
Self and business manager Raphi Hindeleh.

» Conny Kensy

» Jérémie Mannlein

Proel has expanded its connections with
Germany and France. To reinforce its direct
sales structure to be closer to the customers
and end-users, audio veteran Conny Kensy
joins the team as the company’s new German
country manager, and Jérémie Mannlein will
promote activities in Northern France.

Dial Up The Color

HDI

High Definition Direct Box
The HDI is Radial’s latest flagship studio-grade direct box and instrument preamp, with a streamlined yet
powerful feature set designed to produce superior sonic results within moments. A color control knob
allows you to blend between an ultra-clean signal path and amp-like character that imparts unique drive
and grit onto the signal, employing an oversized custom Jensen transformer for additional saturation.
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Take the studio on stage

www.radialeng.com

